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Rural Citizens
Overview
Rural citizens are expressing concern about
a second wave of COVID-19 cases which
they feel is now more likely due to the
recent protests. Meanwhile others declare
that the pandemic is now ‘over’.
Returning to work is occupying the
thoughts of many. Some express fears for
their safety or complain of job cuts and an
increase in their workload for the same rate
of pay.
Anti-Trump sentiment has increased as
people criticize the president for his
reaction to COVID-19 and the Black Lives
Matter protests. The right has fought back,
defending Trump and accusing Democrats
of resorting to desperate measures in their
attempt to win the presidency.

49,000 original posts

20,000 unique authors

Analysis: Key Takeaways
Citizen Discussion
§

The now familiar conversation regarding information sharing continues. The effectiveness of face masks and
hydroxychloroquine lead the conversation.

§

Intriguingly, the focus on questions over the COVID fatality has shifted as people’s interest turns towards the
impact of the protests. Here, people express concern about how civil unrest will spark an increase of the spread
of COVID-19. They are not without sympathy for the Black Lives Matter cause, but are worried about its impact
on public health.

§

They speak of their concern of a 2nd wave of cases which they fear will be more deadly than the first and how
they are now more likely to occur due to people not respecting social distancing rules and covering their faces
during mass gatherings.

§

This situation is exacerbated by people who are fearful of the disease and angry that people are walking around
as if is not an issue. They call for people to be more caring and respectful towards one another.

§

With the coronavirus no longer leading the news and states beginning to ease restrictions, some declare that
‘Corona is now over.’ Although it should be noted that most of these people thought that it was a hoax in the
first place – cooked up by the left.

Analysis: Key Takeaways
Impact Discussion
§

As rural states come out of lockdown, people’s attention is now focusing on their jobs, business, general finances
and the economy. This is the first time in the last 11 weeks that detailed discussions have taken place which
perhaps hints towards a shift in priorities for rural residents. In particular people discuss:
§ How their employers are using COVID as an excuse to make job cuts – despite making more money
§ Having to do more work with less people
§ Being forced to choose between their health and their job
§ How the government has failed to provide a sufficient level of financial support

§

Meanwhile, discussions surrounding death/infection rates are less focused on the counties/states where they
live and instead look more broadly at the impact on the US as a whole, in Brazil, and across the world.

§

Rural people have begun to discuss how they are looking forward to reverting to their old lifestyles. They speak
of drinking in bars, shaving beards, going on a date, seeing/hugging parents etc. This is a generally positive
conversation which reflects a feeling of optimism among some rural folk.

§

The protests have turbo charged conspiracy theories which alternate depending on the politics of author. While
the right feel the protests are devised by the left as a follow up act to the failed coronavirus, the left are
convinced the protests are manufactured by the right to distract from Trump’s failure on COVID-19 (and start a
civil war).

Analysis: Key Takeaways
Political Discussion
§

Throughout this series we have seen the political conversation dominated by anti-Trump sentiment. Three weeks
ago Trump seemed to be fighting back. However, the last two weeks have seen his net sentiment slide once
more.

§

Clearly Trump’s handling of Black Lives Matter protests have done little to appease those who feel he is directly
to responsible for the COVID-19 crisis.

§

While state governors continue to take criticism for the lock down and nursing home fatalities, others come out
in support of their cautious approach to the re-opening of their state.

§

Democrats are also coming under attack and are accused of being nervous about the election. Those on the right
think all Democratic attempts to remove or damage the president – impeachment, COVID-19, and the riots have
failed and they know they can’t win.

§

Meanwhile the president is lauded for the pre-COVID economy and how he helped support people who are out
of work during the pandemic.

§

Finally another partisan fight continues over whether to allow mail-in ballots during the pandemic with both
sides accusing the other of being obtuse for political purposes.

Sample Posts
Impact Discussion

🗣 Business has, if anything, gone UP since pre-Covid -Company is still “cutting corners” by limiting our hours budget,
forcing us to man the store with less people -Theft goes up, for which we’re blamed

🗣 I’d disagree based on things like welfare systems, social safety nets etc. Just look at the economic response to the
pandemic. For example, Italy covered 80% of wages. America? Here’s a one time payment of $1200 and you’re on
your own

🗣 Whew. Maybe. I haven’t been on a date since the beginning of March. Thanks a lot corona
🗣 I warned everyone they will use the pandemic to start their civil war when leftists are weakened

Sample Posts
Citizen Discussion

🗣 It is for health reasons to wear a mask. We have a pandemic that virus spreads through droplets in air. But when
you get virus, please don’t go to hospital. They are overwhelmed in ICU’s with people not wearing mask that have
virus. Bye!

🗣 As someone seeing COVID-19 patients regularly, I think it's even scarier: all the reasonable suggestions were
tossed the moment they became politically risky. The experts won't stand up for social distancing for fear of being
called racist. People will die as a result.

🗣 If you hated coronavirus round 1, wait until round 2
🗣 I'm wanting to see change and racism end. I'm also very concerned that people are forgetting the coronavirus is
still out there. We will end up with a second wave of this virus.

🗣 I prefer to continue living, despite the situations in the world today that make this an unpleasant prospect. Pls also
wear 1 yourself out of courtesy & goodwill toward others who may be at risk. If you weren't tested for #COVID19 15
minutes ago U don't know U don't have it

🗣 What happened to y’all caring about social distancing? 😂😂 weren’t we just getting bitched at for hanging out
with a few people? 🐑🐑 is the pandemic gone because CNN switched topics?

Sample Posts
Political Discussion

🗣 America was great, until you came along and diminished it. TRUMPGATE: The negligent murder of 105000 citizens
by an inept, corrupt, immoral, callous President unprepared for a pandemic. The self destruction of a vibrant
economy by a MORON.

🗣 COVID, unemployment police brutality, racism, burning cities. Hmmm, I know let’s take a picture of me walking to
a church! And hit the congregation with a little tear gas first boys. They scare me holding their Bibles and saying
prayers.

🗣 Across the world this pandemic has hurt many. Our governor is trying to save lives. If restaurants/hair salons
opened now, not many people would go. Why take the risk? For food in restaurant or a hair cut? Many won’t,. If
Asymptomatic person in there, virus spreads. No thanks!

🗣 Democrats are so desperate now. Impeachment didn’t do it, covid didn’t do it, riots aren’t gonna do it. And look at
Wall Street laughing at it!! My portfolios are just about back to their highs before covid bullshit started. Dems are
scared of this economic recovery

🗣 So in PA with the election today, because of mail in ballots we will know the winner in 7 days, not tonight, more
time for democrats to ballot harvest, because of COVID-19 the dems were not stuffing as many ballots as they
wished, so the Democrat Governor extended it
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Notes on the data: The line chart above tracks net sentiment on Trump in relation to COVID-19. It will show shifts in the perception of how the president is dealing with the pandemic and
how this plays out within rural social media discussions over time.
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Methodology
This analysis is based on collected, publicly available, online data, geo-located to rural populations in the six states from May
31 – June 7, 2020 related to COVID-19. In total, 49,000 posts from 20,000 authors were collected across the six states.
Randomized, representative samples of these conversations were analyzed after removing shares, retweets, repetition,
media, and influencers from the dataset to focus solely on the views of local citizens. These conversations were then scored
– positive, negative, or neutral.

